enoround elite

The iconic 16-Bottle wine dispenser with 360º experience:
30+ days preservation of your opened bottles
Refrigeration option with Dual Temperature capability
Self-serve system

enoround elite
Available models:
- enoround elite 16 RT (Room Temperature)
- enoround elite 16 DT (Dual Temperature, 8+8)
Dual temperature option to serve both reds and whites.
Temperature setting: from 43 to 64°F (DT option only).
Cooling system: double compressor-based.
Dispenser control option:
- self-serve system will let your guests serve themselves
directly from the dispenser (additional software required)
by using Smart card / RFID card / magnetic stripe or
barcode (customizable upon request).
Gas supply: food grade Nitrogen or Argon gas (gas tank
and/or generator not included).
Pouring control: precise pouring control with up to 3
programmable pouring sizes per position/bottle.
Display: touchscreens to operate each position/bottle.
Central LCD screens to monitor dispenser main information.
Materials: stainless steel construction, Corian® countertop, dual pane insulated glass door.

Colors and finishings: in addition to the classic stainless
steel finish, it is possible to choose from the following
Corian® colors: Glacier white, Nocturne black, Coffee
Bean (ask your sales representative for more information).
Lighting: LED lighting. Light intensity can be set up &
special light effects available.
Environment control: all external environment conditions
(temperature, pressure, humidity) are monitored and
checked to automatically adjust the dispenser’s efficiency.
This will guarantee perfect precision for pouring volumes
and the best functionality for the refrigeration system of the
dispenser.
Nitrogen/Argon gas leak control: designated pressure
control system monitors and highlights any gas leak
directly on the central display.
Bottles lifting system: by electrical lifters.
Positioning: support furniture/base needed. For perfect
positionning, base height must be between 35.5in and
37.5in from the ground.
Networking: LAN network, TCP/IP protocol.
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enoround elite 16 RT (base not included)
enoround elite 16 DT (base not included)

35.1 in / 49.2 in
35.1 in / 49.2 in

29.9 in
31.9 in

275.6 lbs
407.9 lbs

110 V | 150 W
110 V | 375 W
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